
Why SAP? Why Origen Tech? Why SOLaaS GTS? You Wins!

❑ 99 of the 100 largest companies in the world 
are SAP customers.

❑ 85% of the largest companies in the world 

use S/4HANA

❑ Market share leader in enterprise application 
software, resource management and ERP, 

according to IDC

❑ Tier 1, US-Based SAP consulting, products 
and solution development company.

❑ Ability to integrate SAP GTS with the main 
SAP solutions specifically localized for 

LATAM countries, such as SAP GRC-NFe or 
SAP NFe Cloud (Electronic Invoice), SAP 
TDF (Tax Declaration Framework) and SAP 

eDocument Framework (e-Invoice).

❑ Extensive experience and solid technical 
expertise in SAP S/4HANA Solution and 
implementation.

❑ Provides application, implementation, 

management, and support services.

❑ SENIOR CONSULTING Team with 

communication fluent in English, Spanish and 
Portuguese.

❑ Framed in a package that includes the SAP License, 
infrastructure, services, sustainability and support, all 
delivered in a subscription under a flexible financial 

model.

❑ Single platform to manage business processes 
worldwide, reducing the effort to maintain interfaces 
with third party software / customs brokers for customs 

processing for imports and exports in order to prevent 
unnecessary delays in your trade optimization efforts.

❑ Native integration of SAP GTS, SAP TM with SAP 
ECC and SAP S/4HANA.

❑ Standard features and extensibility features to meet 

the requirements of several countries.

❑ Eliminate the challenges of dealing with multiple 

interfaces between SAP and specific regional non-
SAP systems, interacting with different suppliers, 

communication challenges and competing agendas.

❑ Meet foreign trade requirements from a global 
perspective, especially for LATAM.

❑ Calculate customs fees and reduce filing 
times.

❑ Reduce fiscal exposure and avoid fines.

❑ Adapt processes (logistics, production, 
finance, accounting, and tax) to support local 
requirements of countries and at the same 
time adhere to your global SAP template.

❑ Improve automation and reduce costs.

❑ Promote the digital transformation of foreign 
trade.

❑ Improve overall operations 
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Ensure Global Trade Efficiency and Compliance
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